Extraordinary optical transmission through multi-layered systems of corrugated metallic thin films.
Optical transmission through multi-layered systems of corrugated metallic thin films is investigated by rigorous electromagnetic simulations based on an exact Green tensor method. Compared to a single metal slab of equivalent thickness and volume, it was found that the multi-layered system can significantly impede the field decay, often leading to transmission greater than that expected from the Fabry-Perot resonance-like behavior exhibited by subwavelength slits in a single slab. Extraordinary optical transmission is also observable for systems of layers whose combined thicknesses are much greater than the skin depth of the metal. Structures consisting of up to five layers with a net thickness of 500 nm for the metal films were considered in our study. These findings demonstrate that an appreciable fraction of the optical power that is incident on the thin metal films can be transmitted over distances greater than their skin depth using plasmonic resonances.